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Foodservice in Retail - US

"The retail prepared foods business is growing quickly
year over year, with more people purchasing them and
making more frequent purchases. This is largely thanks
to prepared foods’ ability to deliver affordable
convenience and a satisfying variety of options to time-
strapped consumers. Grocers are investing in
convenience with more tech-enabled ...

Dining Out in 2020 - US

"Restaurant sales are predicted to maintain steady
growth in coming years but are vulnerable to volatile
economic conditions, triggering a decrease in dining out
spending. Americans’ interest in casual and off-premise
dining is largely fueling industry growth, leading to a
rise in new delivery formats including ghost kitchens
along with ...

Pizza Restaurants - US

"Top pizza restaurant chains continue to grow same-
store sales YOY (year over year), although they face
increased delivery and off-premise foodservice
competition from third-party delivery companies and
most other restaurant and retail segments. As a result of
this heightened competition, top pizza chains are
investing heavily in off-premise business solutions ...

Restaurant Ordering and Delivery
- US

"With more delivery options than ever before,
Americans can enjoy their favorite restaurant meals
without even leaving their homes. And these new and
unique ways of ordering are chipping away at actual
restaurant visitation, fueled by the explosive growth of
third-party delivery companies and continuing operator
investment in their own ...

On-premise Alcohol Trends - US

"Americans’ mindset and attitudes toward drinking have
undergone a paradigm shift in recent years. While
patrons of all ages are still drinking on-premise, younger
generations are putting greater emphasis on their health
and wellness, leading to more moderate drinking habits.
Bars and restaurants should focus on offering options
that fit ...

Restaurant Decision Making
Process - US

"Mintel forecasts moderate growth in the restaurant
industry, buoyed by a positive macroeconomic
landscape that allows consumers to spend more on AFH
(away from home) dining. However, on-premise dining
is challenged by the abundance of prepared food
choices, including food from retailers, food trucks, meal
kits and delivery services. Opportunities ...
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